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Abstract: Albania has a significant potential of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and therefore represents a promising energy source for 

Albania. The use of PV for electricity generation supports the long-term objective of the country's energy policies set out in the national 

energy strategy 2018-2030, including support for the development of economic sectors, increasing security of energy supply and 

environmental protection. The use of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) will help reduce dependence on energy imports and increase the 

security of energy supply, with quality and without interruption. The possible benefits generated by the PV system implementation for the 

selected region should be highlighted, as well as the effects of the most sensitive parameters. The solar potential in Tërbuf-Divjakë showed 

that PV can be the best solution to provide electricity installed on saline non-agricultural lands near the Adriatic coast. 
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1. Introduction
The physical phenomenon responsible for converting light to

electricity-the photovoltaic effect-was first observed in 1839 by a

French physicist, Edmund Becquerel who noted that a voltage

appeared when one of two identical electrodes in a weak conducting

solution was illuminated. The PV effect was first studied in solids,

such as selenium, in the 1870s. The photovoltaic (PV) effect is the

basis of the conversion of light to electricity in photovoltaic, or

solar, cells. Described simply, the PV effect is as follows: Light,

which is pure energy, enters a PV cell and imparts enough energy to

some electrons (negatively charged atomic particles) to free them. A

built-in-potential barrier in the cell acts on these electrons to

produce a voltage (the so-called photovoltage), which can be used

to drive a current through a circuit. In the 1880, selenium

photovoltaic cells were built that exhibited 1 up to 2% efficiency in

converting light to electricity. Selenium converts light in the visible

part of the sun's spectrum; for this reason, it was quickly adopted by

the then-emerging field of photography for photometric (light-

measuring) devices. Even today, light-sensitive cells on cameras for

adjusting shutter speed to match illumination are made of selenium.

In the 1920s and 1930s, quantum mechanics laid the theoretical

foundation for our present understanding of PV. A major step

forward in solar-cell technology came in the 1940s and early 1950s

when a method (called the Czochralski method) was developed for

producing highly pure crystalline silicon. In 1954, work at Bell

Telephone Laboratories resulted in a silicon photovoltaic cell with a

4% efficiency. Bell Labs soon bettered this to a 6% and then 11%

efficiency, heralding an entirely new era of power-producing cells

achieving an overall efficiency of 20% for on-grid electricity

generation. Considerable, interest in renewable energy sources

(RES) and significant increases in cost of imported oil have

compelled various countries to search for low-cost energy sources

and improved technologies such, wind turbines, and synergies

between systems to achieve lower cost of electricity generation. The

world is now moving towards reliable and feasible hybrid

renewable energy affected by the depletion of fossil fuel reserves

and the negative effect on the environment as well as the potential

attributes to merits of hybrid combinations. The share of renewable

energy in the world is expected to increase from 19% in 2008 to

about a third in 2035 while Albania is expected to increase its share

of renewable energy in the total energy consumption to 42% by

2030 [1]. Solar and wind energy largely depends on the climatic

conditions in a particular location, they depend on the availability of

sunshine and wind flow respectively, hence it’s very important in

the renewable energy sector to conduct feasibility studies before

implementing a project.

In the beginning of 2022 Albania is facing with energy crisis

leading to high electricity cost. It is therefore important to give a

boost to Albanian energy policy by increasing the RES share in the

country’s energy mix to drive down the high cost of energy

generation and to build a climate friendly environment for the

future. This requires considerable research, planning and

development to help integrate renewable energy into the existing

transmission and distribution system.

2. Site background and installation of proposed PV

plant
The 2MW photovoltaic plant will be installed on the ground in 

Tërbuf. The property is located 14.8 km from the city of Divjaka, 

73.6 km from the Albanian capital, Tirana. 

Figure 1: Location of the 2MW PV project. Village of Tërbuf, 

Divjakë Municipality, Albania. 

From the model and data provided from Albanian Meteorological 

Institute it is shown that this region has a high solar potential.  

From [2] and its Earth Science research program has long supported 

satellite systems providing important weather data capable to be 

fully integrated in RETScreen model. These data include long-term 

climatologically averaged estimates of meteorological quantities 

and surface solar energy fluxes. These satellite and model-based 

products have been shown to be accurate enough to provide reliable 

solar and meteorological resource data over regions where surface 

measurements are sparse or non-existent. The highest values are 

observed during the summer season of the year, while the lowest 

values are observed in the winter months. The highest solar 

radiation value 6.834 kWh/m2/d is reached in July, while the lowest 

value 1.55 kWh/m2/d hits in December. According to Albanian 

Institute of Geo-Sciences, Energy, Water and Environment the 

annual mean solar radiation for Divjaka region is 4.082 while 

referring to NASA and 4.56 kWh/m²/d (11% lower). 
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Figure 2: Comparative climate data between data obtained from 

NASA and meteorological station, Tërbuf village, Divjakë 

Municipality, Albania. Daily solar radiation kWh/m2/day at the 

proposed location. 

 

Table 1: The site-specific solar energy data. Divjaka region. [3] 

As shown in Table 1, the specific photovoltaic energy produced by 

each kWp installed produces approximately 1554.8kWh of specific 

electricity (kWh/kWp). However, these values remain to be 

confirmed by the energy model selected for this feasibility analysis 

through RETScreen Expert. The suggested optimal angle of 

inclination of the photovoltaic module is 34o.  

Specific photovoltaic power 

output 

PVOUT 

specific 

1554.8 kWh/kWp 

Direct normal irradiation DNI 1725.2 kWh/m2 

Global horizontal irradiation  GHI 1640.9 kWh/m2 

Diffuse horizontal irradiation DIF 620 kWh/m2 

Global titled irradiation at 

optimum angle 

GTI  

opta 

1912.5 kWh/m2 

Optimum tilt of PV modules OPTA 34/180  o 

Air temperature  TEMP 17.4   oC 

Terrain Elevation ELE 2 m 

From Global Solar Atlas, energy planers can generate suitable site 

information for preliminary studies in EU-28 countries as they 

consider default values for many factors that are important for a 

design of a photovoltaic system. For more professional and detailed 

estimation it is used PVsyst tool that allow configuration of the 

proposed projects using more detailed solar and weather data as 

primary inputs to the simulation. 

3. Albanian’s Energy System overview. 
 

Having in mind the fact that electricity comes from RES 

(almost100% hydro sources), a balanced configuration of the 

energy system dominated by fossil fuel powered vehicles (100%), 

will be preferred by an energy system with opposite fuel portions. 

This fact, together using technical approach of the current study will 

help in the selection of the optimal RES configuration in the 

transport sector. Combining different technologies that support new 

fuel types in compliance with the main two objectives of the 

national energy strategy and sector strategic action plan is 

mandatory. This analysis is very hard and may require the use of 

technologies that are still in the early stages of development. The 

total final energy consumption in Albania referring 2018 is 24 TWh 

(2081ktoe) where the consumptions by different sectors in Albania 

is given in table 2. Indeed, the transport sector is by far the biggest 

consumer of energy sharing 40% of PES in Albania. According to 

in 2018, Albania’s total primary energy supply (TPES) amounted to 

2131(ktoe). 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Distribution of primary energy supply by demand sector, 

2018. Source: [1] 

Sector  % 

Transport  40 

Residential  24 

Industry  20 

Services  10 

Other 6 

 

Table 3:  Fuels going through Final Energy Consumption in 

Albania, 2018. Source [1] 

 % 

Crude, NGL and Feedstock 57 

Hydro electricity 25 

Solid fuels 9 

Biomass (Fuelwood) 8 

Solar energy   1 

NG Negligible 

Derived heat 0 

Distribution of energy by fuel type going to the final energy 

consumption in Albania is given in table 3. Crude oil cover around 

57% of the final energy consumption in the country followed by 

hydroelectricity 25%, biomass as wood fuel type 8%, solid fuel 9% 

and the rest (1%) comes from solar energy. Albania’s electricity 

demand grew rapidly in 1995- 2000. This was due to demographic, 

economic and social trends, including rural-to-urban migration, 

increased use of electricity for space heating and cooling and rising 

living standards [16]. 

The Albanian power system is dominated by hydropower, 

representing more than 95% of the country’s installed capacity with 

a total of 2,506 MW installed. The majority of the installed capacity 

(1448MW) 58% is owned by the Albanian Power Corporation 

(KESH) and the rest 42% belongs to the private producers 

(1058MW) [4] (where the installed capacity of independent 

producers is 436 MW, while 622 MW belongs to the producers with 

priority). According to [4] the installed hydropower capacity 

comprises mainly large hydropower installations (i.e., above 

10 MW in size) constituting 1904MW, while small hydropower 

installations amount to 192MW. The country has a 98MW fossil-

fuel thermal power plant representing 4% of the total installed 

capacity that has not been put into use since its construction in 2011 

due to a failure in its cooling system.  

The remaining 1% (10 MW) of installed capacity in 2018 

comprised small-scale (i.e., each less than 2 MW) solar photovoltaic 

(PV) plants. The electricity import varies and depend on weather 

conditions. Historically about 3TWh/year of electricity is imported 

from regional market [4] 

 
Figure 3: Yearly electricity balance in Albania (GWh), 2007-2020. 

[4] 
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The net domestic electricity production of 5313 GWh is registered 

during 2020. As can be seen in the graph in figure 3, the lowest 

electricity consumption recorded in our country is in 2007 with 

5,767 GWh and the highest electricity consumption is the one 

recorded in 2013 with 7855 GWh. For 2020, electricity 

consumption in our country is 7,588 GWh. Compared to 2019, there 

is a slight decrease in electricity consumption in the country by 23.4 

GWh. Generation of electricity for 2020 is about 9.7% lower than 

average production for the 2009-2020 period. Despite the increase 

in production capacity during 2020 due to a bad hydrological year, 

the electricity production for this year has resulted in the amount of 

5,313 GWh or 569 GWh less than average electricity production in 

the 2009-2020 period. This indicator clearly represents the high 

degree of hydrological risk in the production stability of electricity 

in our country, which bases the production of electricity mainly on 

hydro sources.  

Technical and non-technical losses still remain critical issues for the 

national power system accounting for around 21.7% of the total 

electricity consumption in 2019. Between 2014 and 2018, the 

amount of net energy imported varies from 12% of the TPES in 

2015 up to 46% in 2017.  

 

4. Solar energy progress. 
 

The Paris Agreement sets a goal to limit the increase in global 

average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels 

and to attempt to limit the increase to 1.5°C. Implicit in these goals 

is the need for a transition to a low-carbon energy sector, which 

accounts for two-thirds of global emissions. RES, coupled with 

energy efficiency gains, can provide 90% of the CO2 emissions 

reductions in the roadmap to 2050. Renewable energy is therefore a 

key component of Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs)–

the central implementation tool for countries under the Paris 

Agreement. At present, the level of detail contained in NDCs differs 

from country to country, with little in-depth analysis and limited 

quantitative information about the role of renewable energy in 

meeting greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction targets [5]. 

Based on the targets projected in global level Albania is making 

efforts to reduce import of electricity, improve its security of supply 

and to attain the Paris Agreement. The Albanian ministry of Energy 

and Transportation and its dependency institutions has compiled the 

"The National  Energy Strategy 2018-2030", consisting on 6 

possible scenarios of energy's transition process toward a 

sustainable and reliable energy by shifting Albania to 

decentralized renewable energy market, and energy efficiency. This 

strategy requires reaching a RES share of 42% to the total energy 

consumption and also reducing CO2 (referring 2016) level up to 

11.5% by the end of 2030. The first goal can be achieved by large 

scale integration of RES capacities, especially wind generation 

capacities [1] The RES share in global electricity generation 

reached almost 27% in 2019, renewable power as a whole still 

needs to expand significantly to meet the SDS share of almost half 

of generation by 2030 which requires the rate of annual capacity 

additions to accelerate [5]. 

 
Figure 4: The global installed capacity trends of the PV systems. 

 

In the graph in figure 4 the global installed PV capacity is given. 

The growth of PV capacity worldwide tends an exponential 

progress and results 18 times more in 2020 compared to 2010. 

The second national energy goal, compared to the baseline scenario 

in 2016, should be fully in line with EU objectives, its commitment 

is to reach a reduction of 11.5% of CO2 emissions by the end of 

2030. Considerable interest in RES and significant increases in cost 

of imported oil and very frequent services of related power 

generation technologies have compelled various countries to search 

for low-cost energy sources and improved technologies based on 

RES, PV and synergies between systems to achieve lower cost of 

electricity generation.  

 

5. Economic aspects of PV systems 
 

Three key factors are essential when designing PV power plants. 

First there must be a sufficient source of solar potential in the 

proposed region, 

Second, PV technology must be promising as well as cost effective. 

Studies has shown that it is cost-effective for small loads (less than 

10 kWp) need lower capital costs than grid extension and have 

lower O&M.  

Third, possibility for shortest distribution lines and access to the 

national distribution-transmission lines. 

Any factor that leads to lower total lifecycle costs, or that yields 

greater kWh over the chosen analysis period, lowers the LCOE of a 

PV system. The total lifecycle cost in the numerator is a function of 

the initial capital cost (which primarily includes the module, the 

installation hardware and labour, and transaction costs for system 

installers and financers), as well as ongoing operation and 

maintenance expenses (which oftentimes includes inverter 

replacement) and decommissioning costs including module 

collection and recycling. The global weighted-average LCOE of 

utility-scale PV plants declined by 82% between 2010 and 2019, 

from around $0.378/kWh to $0.068/kWh in 2019, with a 13% 

reduction year-on-year in 2019. At an individual country level, the 

weighted average LCOE of utility-scale solar PV declined by 

between 66% and 85% between 2010 and 2019.  

 

6. PV Project Cost distribution 
Although the cost of PV panels energy has dropped dramatically in 

the last 10 years, technology requires a higher initial investment 

than traditional fossil fuel generators. Approximately 55% of the 

cost goes to module, 15% to inverter and the rest is belongs to BoS 

and installation costs (see graph in figure 5).  

 

 
Figure 5: Cost breakdown of PV system components (%). 

 

7. Capital Investment Cost 
 

With very rapid reductions in solar PV module and balance of 

system costs, utility-scale solar PV is now increasingly competing 

head-to-head with alternatives and without financial support. Lower 

solar PV module prices and ongoing reductions in balance of 

system costs remain the main driver of reductions in the cost of 

electricity from solar PV. The costs for renewable energy 
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technologies reached new lows again last year. Solar and wind 

power have emerged as the most affordable power source for many 

locations and markets, with cost reductions set to continue into the 

next decade. The latest improved manufacturing processes and 

enhanced module efficiency enabled are the key drivers of lower 

module costs. In addition, as project developers gain more 

experience and supply chain structures continue to develop in more 

and more markets, declining BoS costs have followed. This has led 

to an increased number of markets where PV systems are achieving 

competitive cost structures and resulted in falling global weighted-

average total installed costs [1]. In 2019, significant total installed 

cost reductions have occurred across all the major markets such as 

China, India, Japan, Republic of Korea and the United States. An 

increasing number of cost competitive projects in India led to 

weighted average total installed costs of $618/Kw in 2019, around a 

fifth lower than in China. However, competitive costs structures are 

not confined to established markets anymore. Between 2010 and 

2019, total installed costs have declined between 74% and 88% in 

markets where historical data is available back to 2010. The global 

capacity weighted-average total installed cost of projects 

commissioned in 2019 was $995/kW, 18% lower than in 2018 and 

79% lower than in 2010 (see graph in figure 6). Based on the costs 

of the developed projects around the globe, yearly variation of total 

installation cost and LCOE is given graphically in figure 6. 

 

  
Figure 6: Global weighted average total installed costs, capacity 

factors and LCOE for PV, 2010–2019 [6]. 

 

An important driver of improved competitiveness historically, the 

downward trend in solar PV module costs continued during 2019.  

By the end of 2009 and 2019, crystalline silicon module prices 

declined between 87% and 92% for modules sold in Europe, 

depending on the type. The weighted average cost reduction could 

be in the order of 90% during that period. More recently the cost of 

mainstream module technology declined 14% between December 

2018 and December 2019, reaching $ 0.27/W. A wide range of 

costs exists, however, depending on the type of module considered, 

with costs for December 2019 varying from as low as $0.21/W for 

the lower cost modules to as high as $0.38/W for all black modules. 

The cost of high efficiency crystalline modules at $0.37/W was 

slightly above thin film offerings, which sold for $0.36/W during 

that period. These costs declines and the advances in the ability to 

securely operate the grid with high shares of variable renewables 

are not only decarbonizing the electricity sector but are unlocking 

low-cost decarbonization in the end-use sectors in conjunction with 

increased electrification. On average, in 2019, balance of system 

costs (excluding the module and inverter) made up about 64% of 

total installed costs.  In 2019, total BoS costs ranged from a low of 

48% in India to a high of 76% in the Russian territories. Overall, 

soft cost categories for the evaluated countries made up around 40% 

of total BoS costs and about a quarter, on average, of the total 

installed costs. In 2016, these values were a third and 17% 

respectively. 

 
Figure 7: Global weighted average capacity factors for utility-scale 

PV systems by year of commissioning, 2010–2019 [6]. 

 

The  global  weighted-average  capacity  factor for new, utility-scale 

solar PV, increased from 13.8%  in  2010 to 18.0% in  2019.  This 

was predominantly driven by the increased share of deployment in 

sunnier locations. A constant increased between 2010 and 2018 of 

the  capacity factor  is given in Figure 7. The development of the 

global weighted-average capacity factor is a result of multiple 

elements working at the same time. Higher capacity factors in 

recent years have been driven by the shift in deployment to regions 

with higher irradiation, the increased use of tracking devices in the 

utility-scale segment in large markets and a range of other factors 

that have made a smaller contribution (e.g., reduction in system 

losses).  

 

8. Operation and Maintenance Costs 
 

The Operation and Maintenance costs of utility-scale solar PV 

plants have declined in recent years. However, in certain markets, 

the share of O&M costs in total LCOE has risen, as capital costs 

have fallen faster than O&M costs. O&M cost declines have been 

driven by module efficiency improvements leading to reduced 

surface area required per MW of capacity. At the same time, 

competitive pressures and improvements in the reliability of the 

technology have resulted in system designs optimised to reduce 

O&M costs and improved O&M strategies that take advantage of a 

range of innovations from robotic cleaning to “big data” analysis of 

performance data to identify issues and preventative interventions 

ahead of failures driving down O&M costs and reducing downtime. 

For the period 2018-2019, O&M cost estimates for utility-scale 

plants in the USA have been reported at between $(10-18)/kW 

per year. Recent costs there seem to be dominated by preventive 

maintenance and module cleaning, with these making up as much as 

75% and 90% of the total, depending on the system type and 

configuration. The rest of the O&M costs can be attributed to 

unscheduled maintenance, land lease costs and other component 

replacement costs. The current benchmarks without inverter 

replacement are $11.5/kW/year (residential), $12.0/kW/year 

(commercial), $9.1/kW/year (utility-scale, fixed-tilt), and $10.4/ 

kW/year (utility-scale, tracking), significantly below previous 

O&M, only benchmark estimates. Average utility-scale O&M costs 

in Europe have been recently reported at $10/kW/year, with 

historical data for Germany suggesting O&M costs came down 85% 

between 2005 and 2017, to $9/kW/year.  

 

9. Results and discussion  
PV configuration to supply on grid electricity in Albania was 

presented. The perspective of a wide use of green power motivates 

the scientific community to study the possibility of fabricating PV 

modules providing on grid electricity production. The technical 

aspects of module type selection are of particular importance as a 

fairly technical choice of PV module type and type has a direct 

impact on the annual revenue generated. Based on credible 

references such as IRENA; IEA etc. PV should achieve CF at least 

over 16%.  In our case study, the proposed PV project located in 
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Tërbuf village part of Divjaka Municipality referring the chosen PV 

module, SunPower module performs satisfactorily and achieves an 

efficiency of 19.3%. 

 

Table 4:  Main technical parameters (electrical and physical) of the 

PV module.  

Model Type 

 

SunPower model mono-

Si - E19-310-COM 

Nominal Power (+5/-3%) (Pnom) W 310 

Efficiency  % 19 

Rated Current (Impp) A 5.67 

Rated Voltage (Vmpp) V 54.7 

Short Circuit Current (Isc) A 6.05 

Open Circuit Voltage (Voc) V 64.4 

Nominal operating temperature of 

cells (NOCT) 

OC 45 ±2 

Maximum System Voltage V 1000 

Standard Operation Temperature 

(Tc) 

OC 25 

Specific energy (E) W/m2 1000 

Dimensions  mm 1559x1046 

Weight kg 18.6 

Technology mono-Si 

Class Class A 

Impact Resistance  Hail – 25 mm at 23 m/s 

Max load-550 kg/m² (5400 Pa), front (e.g. snow) w/specified 

mounting configurations 245 kg/m2 (2400 Pa) front and back - 

e.g. wind 

Frame-Anodised aluminium alloy type 6063 (silver); stacking 

pins 

In the above table the electrical and mechanical features of the 

chosen cell type are given. The type of module is chosen based on 

the overall efficiency and prices available from the producer.  

 
Figure 8: Current/voltage characteristics with dependence on 

irradiance and module temperature. 

 

It can be clearly seen that the cell output voltage related with the 

temperature and the cell output current is affected by irradiation 

level.  Due to these characteristic dependencies, extraction of 

maximum power from PV modules mainly changed by the 

temperature and irradiance level Furthermore, for specifying rating 

of power electronics equipment, these variations should be taken 

into consideration. Open circuit voltage (𝑉𝑜𝑐) is primarily affected 

by temperature and the relationship between them is inversely 

proportional whereas the current is only slightly dependent. This 

relationship can be extracted by using Equation (1).  

𝑉𝑜𝐶 = 𝑉𝑜𝐶−𝑆𝐺𝑇 − 𝛾 ∙ (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶) 1 
γ" is a constant which can be obtained from datasheet of a PV 

module. It is a negative value and shows change of open circuit 

voltage by increasing or decreasing ambient temperature for 1 ºC.  

𝐼𝑆𝐶 = 𝑉𝑆𝐶−𝑆𝐺𝑇 ∙ (1 + 𝛼 ∙ (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶) ∙
𝐺

𝐺𝑆𝑇𝐶
 2 

Short circuit current (Isc) is mostly affected by irradiation level and 

the relationship between them is directly proportional as shown in 

Equation 2. 

 

Table 5:  Summary of the proposed On-grid PV system. 

Sunpower mono-Si - E19-310-COM 

 Unit 

Power Wp 310 

Number of modules Pieces 6452 

CF % 19.3 

Annual energy production MWh 3319 

Area m2 1.538 

Weight  kg 18.6 

Module Surface m2 10364 

Total soil area  m2 20728 

Inverter 30KW 450-700V 

Max 900V LF Tr 50Hz 

Pieces 52 

As it can be seen from table 5 the capacity factor of the chosen 

module is 19.3%. For proposed PV system of 2MW of capacity is 

needed approximately 6452 PV modules and 52 inverters.  

To design a power electronic inverter for grid-tied PV system, an 

overview of rules and regulations should be investigated in order to 

be allowed to connect to the grid. There are various grid codes, 

standards and related documents are available. As it can be seen 

from in figure 9 the proposed PV system of 2MW of capacity can 

generate 3319 MWh per year. The maximum of it production falls 

in July exporting to the national grid approximately 380.9 MWh. 

 
Figure 9: Monthly electricity generation (MWh) from the proposed 

PV plant. 

 

Before making a network connection of a PV system, it should be 

evaluated to show how it affects the network. From the simulation 

in RETScreen Expert the annual energy production is 3319MWh. 

Further investigation needs to be performed on how the system 

synchronized with the network.   

 
Figure 10: Pay back period of the proposed PV power plant in 

years. 

 

From the cash flow analyse it results that the investment return 

period occurs within 6.7 years. This is a positive indicator of the 
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investment of the photovoltaic plant with a capacity of 2MW and 

annual energy generated 3319MWh. 

For a chosen total investment of 743€/kW and a benchmark of 

electricity rate the SPP results 6.7 years. In the sensitivity analyses 

it is clearly shown that the total investment cost and electricity 

export rate are the most important parameters that affect other 

economical indicators of the proposed system. In our calculation 

other costs such as the grid extension cost and O&M costs is 

considered.  

Figure 11: Total investment cost (€) at 8% discount rate and 

extended 35% sensitivity analysis 

10. Conclusion

The supply of electricity from inland production is sometime risky 

and highly affected on weather conditions. In the current situation, 

more than ever, it is necessary to encourage and realize investments 

in the field of electricity generation to overcome energy crises in 

our country. From the official statistics on energy balance especially 

to that of electricity generation and import ratio, in the last 10 years 

our country has survived a positive balance only in 2010, 2016 and 

2018, Albania has imported electricity from the region at a high 

price, aggravating the economic situation of energy supply (refer 

graph in figure 3) in the last 4 years, our country has imported 

2915GWh, 913GWh, 2406GWh and 2276GWh electricity. The 

maximum annual electricity that we can produce by the system is 

3319 MWh and SPP results 6.7 years if the total installation cost is 

assumed 743€/kW and electricity export rate 65€/MWh.  

Hence, the implementation of small PV on grid power plants is very 

important for the diversification of the energy sector in Albania, 

will push the economy opening new jobs and reducing the 

electricity import. 
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